It is expected that SU(2) gauge theory with N f fundamental fermions has an infrared fixed point when N f is between ∼ 6 and 10. We study the hadron spectrum and scale setting in SU(2) gauge field theory with N f = 2, 4, 6 using hypercubic stout smeared Wilson-clover (HEX) action. The case N f = 2 is QCD-like, whereas N f = 6 is close to the lower edge of the conformal window. In our study the length scales are determined by using the gradient flow approach.
Introduction
In Technicolor (TC) theories electroweak symmetry is dynamically broken by a chiral condensate of new strong dynamics consisting of SU(N) gauge field theory with N f massless fermions. The Higgs sector of the SM then arises as the effective low energy composite description of this new strong dynamics solving the naturalness and fine-tuning problems of the SM. However, the TC paradigm alone does not explain SM fermion masses, which are typically assumed to arise from extended TC (ETC) interactions. Absence of flavour changing neutral current interactions and compatibility with the precision electroweak measurements suggest that the coupling constant should walk, i.e. remain almost constant g ∼ g * over a large scale separation.
At large enough value of N f the theory looses asymptotic freedom while at low values of N f the chiral symmetry is broken as in QCD. These are two examples of phases of gauge theories, characterized by the evolution of the gauge coupling, and passage from one another can be studied by changing the value of N f . Between these two phases, as a function of N f , lies the so called conformal window: the range of values of N f for which the β -function β = µ dg dµ of the theory reaches zero at g 2 = g 2 * . Then the theory has an infrared fixed point (IRFP), leading to scale invariant long distance behaviour. Walking behaviour is expected to occur at the values of N f direction below the boundary between the conformal window and the phase where the theory breaks chiral symmetry. As the lower boundary of the conformal window lies at strong coupling, lattice simulations are needed to determine the properties of these theories.
In this work we study the particle spectrum of SU(2) gauge theory with N f = 2, 4 and 6 fundamental representation fermions. In up to 4-loop perturbation theory, all of these theories have an IRFP [1] ; however, for N f = 6 the fixed point appears at very strong coupling. On the other hand, if one estimates the onset of the chiral symmetry breaking using a ladder approximation, the N f = 6 theory is predicted to fall within the conformal window [2, 3] . On the lattice, there is clear evidence for chiral symmetry breaking for N f ≤ 4, and for the existence of an IRFP at N f = 8 and 10 [4, 5] . However, for N f = 6 a clear picture has not yet emerged, with inconclusive and conflicting results in the literature [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Mass spectrum
In figs. 1 to 3 the pion and rho masses are presented as functions of the quark mass. At N f = 2 the pions behave exactly as expected in QCD-like chiral symmetry breaking scenario, i.e. pions become massless ∝ √ m Q . Because of the familiarity of this scenario we do not attempt to reach very small quark masses.
However, already in the N f = 4 case the small quark mass region becomes problematic: the hadron masses in the small m Q region deviate from the expected chiral behaviour by apparently becoming ∼ constant and having a finite intercept as m Q → 0. This behaviour is due to finite volume effects, as can be observed from the right panel in fig. 2 : the "levelling off" happens at heavier quark masses in 24 3 × 48 lattices than in 32 3 × 60 ones. The sensitivity to the finite volume can be explained by the rapid growth in the hadron sizes as m Q approaches zero, as will be discussed below in connection with the scale setting. As expected, the finite volume effects can be avoided to some degree by using larger volume at fixed lattice spacing (which soon becomes very expensive) or by using coarser lattices. The lattice spacing dependence is clearly visible on the left panel of fig. 2 , where the levelling off happens at heavier quarks at β = 1 than at β = 0.8. However, even at the largest volumes and coarsest lattice spacing we are not yet able to verify the expected m π ∝ m 1/2 Q behaviour. The results at N f = 6 are still preliminary. However, we can see that for N f = 6 the finite volume effects are even stronger than for N f = 4, and it is difficult to reach pion massess which are smaller than m π 0.4 even at coarsest lattices and largest lattice volumes we use. This indicates that the growth in the size of the hadrons as m Q → 0 is very rapid.
Scale setting: gradient flow
The scale setting procedure in lattice QCD is needed in order to relate the lattice scale to some physically known quantity. Popular choices have been rho mass, string tension and the Sommer scale r 0 [13] , or the Sommer-type scale r 1 [14] , but presently the gradient flow approach [15] has become the preferred one. Even though it is an artificial way of setting the scale, it is known to be very precise, cheap and straightforward to implement. In order to find the gradient flow length scale √ t 0 /a, one has to solve t 0 from
where
is the action density, with G a µν (t) the lattice field strength at flow time t [15] . We use here the Symanzik-improved lattice field strength. A related observable w 0 is defined via [16] but in practice these two scales do not differ much. Here we present results using the t 0 -scale. In theories in or near the conformal window the scale setting takes another role: if the theory has an IRFP it is scale invariant in the infrared. Now the scale setting procedure can be used to measure the approach to conformality as the conformal symmetry breaking quark mass m Q → 0. If the theory has an IRFP we expect that √ t 0 /a diverges in this limit. In fig. 4 the scale √ t 0 /a is presented as a function of am Q . It can be seen that at N f = 2 the scale is more or less independent of m Q , but at N f = 4 and 6 it grows rapidly at small am Q . While the N f = 4 -curves seem to have a finite intecept at m q = 0, the behaviour seen at N f = 6 is not obvious. Because √ t 0 /a is a measure of the hadron size, strong finite-volume effects at small m Q can be expected. If we use √ t 0 to fix the scale, then bigger √ t 0 /a value means smaller lattice spacing a, and for fixed am PCAC the quarks are heavier. In other words, the bigger N f and the value of β are, the harder it is to reach to the small physical quark mass region, because the lattice spacing a gets smaller and smaller. Thus, near the conformal window very strong lattice coupling (i.e small β ) is needed in order to make m Q small, and to avoid finite volume effects.
In fig. 5 we plot the m ρ /m π mass ratio against the "physical" quark mass m Q √ t 0 . Remarkably, all of our measurements fall on an "universal" curve, independent of N f or the lattice spacing. For N f = 2 the ratio diverges, as expected, as m Q → 0. The N f = 4 case follows N f = 2, but much more slowly. Clearly, small β (large lattice spacing and large physical volume) is required to reach large m ρ /m π . The behaviour of the N f = 6 data is interesting: at β = 0.8 and 0.7 the points remain esentially fixed at m Q √ t 0 = 0.6 and 0.4, respectively, independent of m Q a, and only at β = 0.6 the points slowly move towards smaller m Q √ t 0 as m Q a is lowered. This behaviour may indicate almost conformal behaviour: in a system which becomes conformal as m Q → 0 the quark masses are the only physical scale. Hence m Q √ t 0 can be a constant. However, if the system is not quite conformal at m Q = 0, at light enough quark masses the chiral symmetry breaking behaviour is revealed. This requires large physical volumes, i.e. small β . This may indicate that N f = 6 is indeed outside of the conformal window. In the future we will clarify this behaviour further by studying the N f = 8 case, which we know has an IRFP [5, 17] .
Conclusions
We have initiated a systematic study of the spectrum in SU(2) gauge theory with N f = 2, 4 and 6 fundamental representation fermions, i.e. when approaching the conformal window. In our study, we have focused on the hadron spectrum and the gradient flow scale-setting.
For the mass spectrum, our central finding is that the finite volume effects are stronger than expected, making it difficult to reach the chiral small quark mass regime even at N f = 4. In order to reach small quark masses we are forced to use small β (strong bare coupling) in order for the physical volume to be large enough.
Considering the scale setting, our main observation is that am Q dependence of the √ t 0 /a scale becomes stronger as N f or β is increased. By plotting the mass ratio m ρ /m π against m Q √ t 0 , where √ t 0 is the scale obtained from gradient flow, we observed that all our measurements fall on an universal curve. This may indicate that the chiral symmetry is broken when N f ≤ 6, i.e. N f = 6 is still outside of the conformal window.
